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S September 1990 

It was good to see you again at the raunch' of the' First Ordnance Survey 
Parish Memoirs . You have initiated a wonderful enterprise there for which 
generations of se olars a d local historians will bless you. 

/ I enclose a copy of a letter which ~immy ' Hawthorn~ and I have sent to the 
Secretary of State about GIor na nGael. 

\\ \\ 

I hope it will be possible on ref_ection and further consideration to 
restore their grants with as little fuss as possible. 

My understanding is that this was for a time every inEonnel group i ng with 
fluid membership which could include anybody (and often did). For the past 
12 to 18 months the actual workers have been trying to formalise things, to 
exclude fellow travellers and those who would exploit them for political 
purposes .. They now have a constitution and a properly elected committee. 
The only questionable person on the Hurd criterion appears to be 
~airtin 0 Mulleoir who has now been disqualified by non-attendance. 
Looking through the list there is no one who would immediately strike me as 
questionable - but then I don't know what doubts have been raised. It is 
significant, however. that the RUC appear to have no qualms about giving hem 
a street-collector permit and they axe permitted to employ a paroled SOS? 
pr':soner. 

The organiser, Norin Ni Chleirigh, str~ke$ ma as a fine person who is 
anxio1.ts to keep the enterprise ~oing within whatever gu:i delines might be 
established. ~have 'suggested that they write a calm letter to the 
Secretary of State asking for reconsideration , and I hope this will be 
possible . 

I 

There is a great. d'eal riding for ·, ~cultural traditions ! and for your own 
courageous policies in how ~e deal with Irish language organisations and 
wi_h West Eelfast in part':cular. It would be a p':ty to lose this, o~ to 
dama~~i~ in controversy. 

~ ' .. ~ 

-- ~ -

r&uCL---
M N HAuS 
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